Perkins® SmartCap and Perkins® My Engine App

The world's first engine level connectivity system.

Working with the free Perkins® My Engine App, you can now track your engine through the low-cost Perkins® SmartCap.

The first of its kind, and only available for Perkins engines, the Perkins SmartCap will track hours worked on your machine and other useful information.

Sign up for service notifications and never miss a service.

With no subscription fee, it's the only connectivity system available for both mechanical and electronic engines.

Personalise the information provided through the Perkins My Engine App to provide truly useful engine information.

The Perkins® SmartCap - the only oil filler cap that tells you when to change your oil.
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Perkins Aftermarket, engineered for life

Never miss a beat
Supporting our customers with perkins.com/shop

More than 1,700 parts available in stock for next day delivery.

Shop here for Perkins genuine parts, brought to you direct from our online store with thousands of parts in stock and available for next day delivery. You can now service, repair or overhaul your Perkins engine with the confidence that you are using parts trusted by more than five million machine owners worldwide.

Use advanced search to quickly find all the parts that fit your engine. Simply enter the first seven digits from the serial number to identify all the service and repair parts for your engine. Alternatively, search by engine family, model or category menus to see all the parts available to buy today.

perkins.com/shop

Let your engine breathe, Filter out the impurities

Filters are the first line of defence for an engine, so using genuine filters really does protect the engine.

Fuel and oil contamination can be disastrous for an engine. A fuel pump or a set of injectors can cost 100 times the price of a fuel filter, while an engine can cost 500 times as much as an oil filter. By choosing to fit genuine Perkins filters, you help prevent the risk of further costs like these.

Effective protection against contamination

Ready to operate with a single kit

All the parts you need in convenient kits for service and overhaul.

These convenient kits have all the genuine parts you need, with all parts precision matched to your engine’s build. Buying a kit comprised of genuine parts offers significant cost savings over buying individual parts and supports your engine’s long and healthy life.

Everything you need in a single kit

Extend machine life, replace the engine

Reduce downtime caused by in-field failure and achieve identical engine performance at a fraction of the cost of a new machine.

Get a greater return on your investment with a like-for-like replacement engine, enjoy fast service and availability, and gain peace of mind with Perkins® Platinum Protection.

Drive greater value from your machine

Precise injection for critical operation

Our injectors and pumps deliver fuel to your engine with failsafe precision – so you can be totally confident in its power and performance.

Built to the highest standards by the Perkins experts who originally manufactured your engine, you can also rely on our competitive pricing and choice – with new, remanufactured and new for old options.

Power and choice with total confidence
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